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Reviews of the Love Beyond Reason by Sandra Brown
MEGA FREEDY
I truly like Sandra Brown but this book was just plain unbelievable. Glad it was a quick read. And
what kind of woman is this Katherine if she lets this Jace fella come on to her and kiss her right at
the first meeting when she has so much hatred for the Manning family. Come on. This story could of
had a little more suspense and tension had there been some additional storyline that included
interaction with the Manning family once Katherine and Jace became man and wife. You never get
the backup story of Mary and the miserable life she lead with her womanizing husband Peter just a
few tidbits. And what was with the detailed explaining of the color of Katherine's hair with its sun
infused highlights - how much of that needed to be said throughout the book.
Mamuro
This story has to be one of SB's first because it is dated by the gift of a new electric typewriter
instead of a computer and the lack of cell phones. The catalyst to cause the story is unimaginative

and depressing. It's questionable whether this is a romance novel or porn, that said, if you skip the
explicit sex the short story is sweet, not unique nor exciting but leaves the reader feeling good at the
end. Katherine is a mixed bag character, one scene she is an independent, self-sufficient woman and
the next she is being led against her will or taken by surprise because she isn't capable of
anticipating others moves or allowing her sister to stay in an abusive marriage with no protection.
On the other hand, Jace is the epitome of all things which make a hero appealing. Sweet story and
great hero character.
Ishnllador
This is a warm and feel good work. The idea of a sister taking over the care of a newborn baby is so
supportive. Then when the brother-in-law is included in rearing the baby, the good feelings just
multiply. Of course, in a most predictable way, the two of them wind up together in the true sense of
the word. But, getting there is a nice little roundabout trip. Everything about this work is great. I
have been a fan of Sandra Brown for many years and this is just another one of her GREAT works.
She is able to put the emotions of her characters into words in a most unique way. The reader feels
that the character is a friend and can understand the emotions and the reactions. I love reading her
works.
Usaxma
I would have given this book a 5 because I love unrequited love stories, but the hero was too much of
an ass. Marcie put up way too much with his crap. After the way he treated her on their wedding
night she should have dumped him. I don't know why she was so in love with him. He was mean to
her from the start and he got worse during their marriage. What irritated me about Marcie was how
desperate she was for Chase. She pursued him too much. I think it would have been nice if the
author at some point made Chase pursue her. Even in the end I didn't feel like Chase loved Marcie
the way he loved his dead wife. I know my review seems a bit on the negative side but I truly did like
this book. I'm a huge fan of unrequited love. It always makes me feel for the person who loves so
deeply without ever having that love return. I felt for Marcie because she loved Chase so much and
for so long and having to watch him be so happily married and in love with his wife. I felt her pain
even though I've never experienced unrequited love personally. It was nice to see that she got her
man in the end. I only wish the author made Chase realize he loved her a little sooner than a couple
of pages before the end. With all that said it was a good book.
Isha
LOVE BEYOND REASON by Sandra Brown is the 19th Brown novel that I've read. I should have
checked a little closer before purchasing the book. Turns out this is a reprint of one of her earlier
books back when she was doing only romance novels. I have been reading her mystery novels and
enjoying them. Love Beyond Reason was a disappointment--the writing was clumsy and the theme
was on the level of a first-year college English class writing assignment. The love scenes were a little
over the top, repetitive, and predictable. The book read like a cheap romance novel. I am glad
Sandra has switched to writing mysteries. I struggle to give this book a 2-star rating.
Anyshoun
Ms Sandra Brown, I had forgotten about your art of writing. It's been a while since I've read your
writing and it's as good as I remember. Jase and Katherine are great characters. One minute the
story took me up and I felt so happy for them, the next I was upset almost angry. Not knowing from
one chapter to the next what was real and what was not. I enjoyed the ups and downs.
Coiriel
When sweet Mary dies during childbirth, she asks her sister Katherine to raise the baby. Mary was
married to the spoiled son of a prominent Denver family. The family accuses Katherine of kidnapping
baby Allison. Enter Jason Manning, the black sheep of the Manning family. Katherine's suspicions
turn into love. This was a great surprise for me. When I got the book, I expected it to be a Sandra
Brown suspense novel. What a great, but pleasant, surprise to find a romance novel. Halfway
through the book I had to check to be sure I was reading a Sandra Brown book.
I love Sandra Brown and this is the first romance novel I've read . It was very good but I expected it

to be longer , there aren't very many pages . The storyline is great! Everyone wants a knight in
shining armor to rescue them . I much prefer her suspense mysteries while she mixes in the
romance . If you love romance novels and short books, you will love this book .
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